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Fundamentals of Electrical Engineering

2010-02

this two volume set lncs 13163 13164 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th international
conference on machine learning optimization and data science lod 2021 together with the first edition of
the symposium on artificial intelligence and neuroscience acain 2021 the total of 86 full papers
presented in this two volume post conference proceedings set was carefully reviewed and selected from
215 submissions these research articles were written by leading scientists in the fields of machine learning
artificial intelligence reinforcement learning computational optimization neuroscience and data science
presenting a substantial array of ideas technologies algorithms methods and applications

Machine Learning, Optimization, and Data Science

2022-02-01

the handbook of research on ai and ml for intelligent machines and systems offers a comprehensive
exploration of the pivotal role played by artificial intelligence ai and machine learning ml technologies in
the development of intelligent machines as the demand for intelligent machines continues to rise across
various sectors understanding the integration of these advanced technologies becomes paramount while
ai and ml have individually showcased their capabilities in developing robust intelligent machine systems
and services their fusion holds the key to propelling intelligent machines to a new realm of
transformation by compiling recent advancements in intelligent machines that rely on machine learning and
deep learning technologies this book serves as a vital resource for researchers graduate students phd
scholars faculty members scientists and software developers it offers valuable insights into the key
concepts of ai and ml covering essential security aspects current trends and often overlooked
perspectives that are crucial for achieving comprehensive understanding it not only explores the
theoretical foundations of ai and ml but also provides guidance on applying these techniques to solve
real world problems unlike traditional texts it offers flexibility through its distinctive module based
structure allowing readers to follow their own learning paths

Proceedings of the 1996 International Conference on Parallel
Processing, August 12-16, 1996: Algorithms & applications

1996

artificial intelligence and its various components are rapidly engulfing almost every professional
industry specific features of ai that have proven to be vital solutions to numerous real world issues
are machine learning and deep learning these intelligent agents unlock higher levels of performance and
efficiency creating a wide span of industrial applications however there is a lack of research on the
specific uses of machine deep learning in the professional realm machine learning and deep learning in real time
applications provides emerging research exploring the theoretical and practical aspects of machine
learning and deep learning and their implementations as well as their ability to solve real world problems
within several professional disciplines including healthcare business and computer science featuring
coverage on a broad range of topics such as image processing medical improvements and smart grids this
book is ideally designed for researchers academicians scientists industry experts scholars it
professionals engineers and students seeking current research on the multifaceted uses and
implementations of machine learning and deep learning across the globe
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Handbook of Research on AI and ML for Intelligent Machines and
Systems

2023-11-27

this book presents novel classification algorithms for four challenging prediction tasks namely learning
from imbalanced semi supervised multi instance and multi label data the methods are based on fuzzy rough
set theory a mathematical framework used to model uncertainty in data the book makes two main
contributions helping readers gain a deeper understanding of the underlying mathematical theory and
developing new intuitive and well performing classification approaches the authors bridge the gap between
the theoretical proposals of the mathematical model and important challenges in machine learning the
intended readership of this book includes anyone interested in learning more about fuzzy rough set theory
and how to use it in practical machine learning contexts although the core audience chiefly consists of
mathematicians computer scientists and engineers the content will also be interesting and accessible to
students and professionals from a range of other fields

Machine Learning and Deep Learning in Real-Time Applications

2020-04-24

the recent advancement of industrial computerization has significantly helped in resolving the challenges
with conventional industrial systems the industry 4 0 quality standards demand smart and intelligent
solutions to revolutionize industrial applications the integration of machine intelligence and internet of
things iot technologies can further devise innovative solutions to recent industrial application issues
empowering sustainable industrial 4 0 systems with machine intelligence assesses the challenges
limitations and potential solutions for creating more sustainable and agile industrial systems this
publication presents recent intelligent systems for a wide range of industrial applications and smart
safety measures toward industrial systems covering topics such as geospatial technologies remote
sensing and temporal analysis this book is a dynamic resource for health professionals pharmaceutical
professionals manufacturing professionals policymakers engineers computer scientists researchers
instructors students and academicians

Dealing with Imbalanced and Weakly Labelled Data in Machine Learning
using Fuzzy and Rough Set Methods

2018-11-23

this book is designed based on revised syllabus of jntu hyderabad aicte model curriculum for under
graduate b tech be students of all branches those who study basic electrical engineering as one of the
subject in their curriculum the primary goal of this book is to establish a firm understanding of the basic
laws of electric circuits network theorems resonance three phase circuits transformers electrical
machines and electrical installation

Empowering Sustainable Industrial 4.0 Systems With Machine
Intelligence

2022-04-01
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symmetry adapted machine learning has shown encouraging ability to mitigate the security risks in
information and communication technology ict systems it is a subset of artificial intelligence ai that
relies on the principles of processing future events by learning past events or historical data the
autonomous nature of symmetry adapted machine learning supports effective data processing and
analysis for security detection in ict systems without the interference of human authorities many
industries are developing machine learning adapted solutions to support security for smart hardware
distributed computing and the cloud in our special issue book we focus on the deployment of symmetry
adapted machine learning for information security in various application areas this security approach can
support effective methods to handle the dynamic nature of security attacks by extraction and analysis
of data to identify hidden patterns of data the main topics of this issue include malware classification an
intrusion detection system image watermarking color image watermarking battlefield target aggregation
behavior recognition model ip camera internet of things iot security service function chain indoor
positioning system and crypto analysis

Proceedings

1993

we were established in 2020 as an academic studies group the purpose of our group is to share academic
information write academic books and share new views and ideas our group which started its activities
with this mission has become an association in 2022 the academic studies group is a group formed by
faculty members from more than 20 countries our group consists of 800 academicians 500 of whom are
from turkey and 300 from various countries of the world we held our first congress together with �a�
university in may 2021 we held our second congress together with karabuk university in october 2021
we held our th�rd congress together with osmaniye korkut ata university in may 2022 iv the
international congress of academic studies asc 2022 fall held in poland between 3 5 november 2022
hosted by alcide de gasperi university of euroregional economy poland face to face and online as the
academic working group we are getting stronger with each congress we would like to thank the
organizing committee and our authors for their support at the congress we hope to unite this
cooperation under the roof of an institute or university in the coming years

Basic Electrical Engineering

2020-12-15

artificial intelligence models are being used to make labor and delivery safer for mothers and newborns
sensors are exploited to gauge health parameters and machine learning techniques are investigated to
predict the health conditions of patients to assist medical practitioners this is a critical area of study
as maternal and infant health are indispensable for a healthy society predicting pregnancy complications
through artificial intelligence and machine learning considers the recent advances challenges and best
practices of artificial intelligence and machine learning in relation to pregnancy complications covering
key topics such as pregnancy complications wearable sensors and healthcare technologies this premier
reference source is ideal for nurses doctors computer scientists medical professionals industry
professionals researchers academicians scholars instructors and students

Symmetry-Adapted Machine Learning for Information Security

2023-01-03
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in the field of finance the pervasive influence of algorithms has transformed the very fabric of the
industry today over 75 of trades are orchestrated by algorithms making them the linchpin for trade
automation predictions and decision making this algorithmic reliance while propelling financial services
into unprecedented efficiency has also ushered in a host of challenges as the financial sector becomes
increasingly algorithm driven concerns about risk assessment market manipulation and the ethical
implications of automated decision making have taken center stage artificial intelligence and machine
learning powered smart finance meticulously examines the intersection of computational finance and
advanced algorithms and the challenges associated with this technology as algorithms permeate various
facets of financial services the book takes a deep dive into their applications spanning forecasting
portfolio optimization market trends analysis and cryptoanalysis it sheds light on the role of ai based
algorithms in personnel selection implementing trusted financial services developing recommendation
systems for financial platforms and detecting fraud presenting a compelling case for the integration of
innovative solutions in the financial sector as the book unravels the intricate tapestry of algorithmic
applications in finance it also illuminates the ethical considerations and governance frameworks
essential for navigating the delicate balance between technological innovation and responsible financial
practices

IV. ASC-2022/Fall Congress Hosted by - Change & Shaping The
Future

1975

the lncs volume constitutes the refereed proceedings of 10th international conference premi 2023 in
kolkata india in december 2023 the 91 full papers presented together with abstracts of 6 keynote and
invited talks were carefully reviewed and selected from more than 300 submissions the conference
presents topics covering different aspects of pattern recognition and machine intelligence with real life
state of the art applications

Barque's Pakistan Trade Directory and Who's who

2023-09-25

this book features selected papers presented at the international conference on information management
and machine intelligence icimmi 2019 held at the poornima institute of engineering technology jaipur
rajasthan india on december 14 15 2019 it covers a range of topics including data analytics ai machine
and deep learning information management security processing techniques and interpretation applications
of artificial intelligence in soft computing and pattern recognition cloud based applications for machine
learning application of iot in power distribution systems as well as wireless sensor networks and
adaptive wireless communication

Predicting Pregnancy Complications Through Artificial Intelligence
and Machine Learning

2024-02-12

signal processing driven machine learning techniques for cardiovascular data processing features recent
advances in machine learning coupled with new signal processing based methods for cardiovascular data
analysis topics in this book include machine learning methods such as supervised learning unsupervised
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learning semi supervised learning and meta learning combined with different signal processing techniques
such as multivariate data analysis time frequency analysis multiscale analysis and feature extraction
techniques for the detection of cardiovascular diseases heart valve disorders hypertension and activity
monitoring using ecg ppg and pcg signals in addition this book also includes the applications of digital
signal processing time frequency analysis multiscale decomposition feature extraction non linear
analysis and transform domain methods machine learning and deep learning convolutional neural network
cnn recurrent neural network rnn transformer and attention based models etc techniques for the analysis
of cardiac signals the interpretable machine learning and deep learning models combined with signal
processing for cardiovascular data analysis are also covered provides details regarding the application
of various signal processing and machine learning based methods for cardiovascular signal analysis
covers methodologies as well as experimental results and studies helps readers understand the use of
different cardiac signals such as ecg pcg and ppg for the automated detection of heart ailments and other
related biomedical applications

Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning-Powered Smart Finance

2023-12-16

the book is a collection of high quality peer reviewed research papers presented in the first international
conference on machine intelligence for research and innovations maitri 2023 summit held at dr b r ambedkar
national institute of technology jalandhar punjab india during 1 3 september 2023 this book focuses on
recent advancement in the theory and realization of machine intelligence mi and their tools and growing
applications such as machine learning deep learning quantum machine learning real time computer vision
pattern recognition natural language processing statistical modelling autonomous vehicles human
interfaces computational intelligence and robotics

Pattern Recognition and Machine Intelligence

1983

this book presents state of the art optimization algorithms followed by internet of things iot
fundamentals the applications of machine learning and iot are explored with topics including optimization
algorithms and machine learning in image processing and iot applications of optimization and machine
learning in image processing and iot is a complete reference source providing the latest research findings
and solutions for optimization and machine learning algorithms the chapters examine and discuss the fields
of machine learning iot and image processing key features includes fundamental concepts towards
advanced applications in machine learning and iot discusses potential and challenges of machine learning
for iot and optimization reviews recent advancements in diverse researches on computer vision networking
and optimization field presents latest technologies such as machine learning in image processing and iot
this book has been written for readers in academia engineering it specialists researchers industrial
professionals and students and is a great reference for those just starting out in the field as well as
those at an advanced level

Machinery Lloyd

2020-09-16

in the realm of islamic finance a pivotal challenge looms the escalating complexity of investment
decisions macroeconomic analyses and credit evaluations in response we present a groundbreaking
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solution that resonates with the rapidly evolving fintech era fintech applications in islamic finance ai
machine learning and blockchain techniques offers a compelling repository of knowledge meticulously
curated by renowned editors mohammad irfan seifedine kadry muhammad sharif and habib ullah khan fintech
applications in islamic finance ai machine learning and blockchain techniques is a call to action an
exploration of innovation and a guide for both academia and industry in an era where ai ml and blockchain
reshape finance this book stands as a beacon of knowledge ushering islamic finance into a realm of
unprecedented efficiency and insight as we invite readers to embark on this transformative journey we
illuminate the path to a future where technology and tradition converge harmoniously

Information Management and Machine Intelligence

2024-06-17

this two volume set ccis 1762 1763 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 4th international
conference on machine learning image processing network security and data sciences mind 2022 held in
bhopal india in december 2022 the 64 papers presented in this two volume set were thoroughly reviewed
and selected from 399 submissions the papers are organized according to the following topical sections
machine learning and computational intelligence data sciences image processing and computer vision
network and cyber security

Signal Processing Driven Machine Learning Techniques for
Cardiovascular Data Processing

2024-02-13

this book presents innovative work in climate informatics a new field that reflects the application of
data mining methods to climate science and shows where this new and fast growing field is headed given its
interdisciplinary nature climate informatics offers insights tools and methods that are increasingly
needed in order to understand the climate system an aspect which in turn has become crucial because of
the threat of climate change there has been a veritable explosion in the amount of data produced by
satellites environmental sensors and climate models that monitor measure and forecast the earth system
in order to meaningfully pursue knowledge discovery on the basis of such voluminous and diverse
datasets it is necessary to apply machine learning methods and climate informatics lies at the
intersection of machine learning and climate science this book grew out of the fourth workshop on climate
informatics held in boulder colorado in sep 2014

Machine Intelligence for Research and Innovations

2023-12-01

digital marketing emerged as a natural response by companies and vendors to leverage and benefit from the
significant consumer concentration on digital channels this proliferation of it applications and the
enormous presence of customers in digital channels generate a large number of products and customer
data machine learning and artificial intelligence are game changing techniques in digital marketing to
analyze this data this analysis helps marketers to personalize the sales tools toward individuals
optimize their operations and minimize expenditure contemporary approaches of digital marketing and the
role of machine intelligence demonstrates relevant theories of digital marketing along with tools
techniques methods and strategies it also identifies the research gaps for effective digital marketing
tools techniques and methods and builds a bridge between digital marketing strategies and business plans
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for organizations covering topics such as digital marketing metaverse and visitor experience this premier
reference source is an essential resource for business leaders and managers marketers it managers data
analysts social media analysts students and educators of higher education researchers and academicians

Applications of Optimization and Machine Learning in Image Processing
and IoT

2023-12-07

visualization techniques for climate change with machine learning and artificial intelligence covers
computer aided artificial intelligence and machine learning technologies as related to the impacts of
climate change and its potential to prevent remediate the effects as such different types of algorithms
mathematical relations and software models may help us to understand our current reality predict
future weather events and create new products and services to minimize human impact chances of improving
and saving lives and creating a healthier world this book covers different types of tools for the
prediction of climate change and alternative systems which can reduce the levels of threats observed by
climate change scientists moreover the book will help to achieve at least one of 17 sustainable
development goals i e climate action includes case studies on the application of ai and machine learning
for monitoring climate change effects and management features applications of software and algorithms
for modeling and forecasting climate change shows how real time monitoring of specific factors
temperature level of greenhouse gases rain fall patterns etc are responsible for climate change and
possible mitigation efforts to achieve environmental sustainability

Fintech Applications in Islamic Finance: AI, Machine Learning, and
Blockchain Techniques

2023-01-17

phytoremediation of domestic wastewater with the internet of things and machine learning techniques
highlights the most recent advances in phytoremediation of wastewater using the latest technologies it
discusses practical applications and experiences utilizing phytoremediation methods for environmental
sustainability and the remediation of wastewater it also examines the various interrelated disciplines
relating to phytoremediation technologies and plots industry s best practices to share this technology
widely as well as the latest findings and strategies it serves as a nexus between artificial intelligence
environmental sustainability and bioremediation for advanced students and practising professionals in the
field

Machine Learning, Image Processing, Network Security and Data
Sciences

2015-06-30

this book contains original peer reviewed research articles from the second international conference on
recent trends in machine learning iot smart cities and applications held in march 28 29th 2021 at cmr
institute of technology hyderabad telangana india it covers the latest research trends and developments
in areas of machine learning artificial intelligence neural networks cyber physical systems cybernetics
with emphasis on applications in smart cities internet of things practical data science and cognition the
book focuses on the comprehensive tenets of artificial intelligence machine learning and deep learning to
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emphasize its use in modelling identification optimization prediction forecasting and control of future
intelligent systems submissions were solicited of unpublished material and present in depth fundamental
research contributions from a methodological application perspective in understanding artificial
intelligence and machine learning approaches and their capabilities in solving a diverse range of problems in
industries and its real world applications

Machine Learning and Data Mining Approaches to Climate Science

2023-08-01

this book examines the role of human microbiome in human health and diseases the initial chapters present
tools for genetic manipulation of gut microbiota and the therapeutic applications of engineered
microbiota they discuss the interaction between human microbiota and host in defining the prominent role
of microbes in the development and progression of major human diseases the book also summarizes the
current applications and trends for the development production and analytical characterization of
recombinant therapeutic proteins in microbial systems it also reviews the role of microbes in the
production of vaccines and antibiotics further the book presents bacterial products including proteins
enzymes immunotoxins and secondary metabolites that target cancer cells and cause tumour regression
the chapters also discuss the critical role of gut microbiota dysbiosis in the pathogenesis of autoimmune
disease and in bowel related diseases towards the end the book explores the role of intestinal microbiota
in metabolic health and the pathogenesis of common metabolic disorders it presents state of the art
insights into important aspects of united nations sustainable developmental goal 3

Contemporary Approaches of Digital Marketing and the Role of
Machine Intelligence

2022-11-11

proceedings of the computer architectures for machine perception workshop held dec 15 17 1993 in new
orleans louisiana papers came from several communities computer architecture pattern recognition image
processing and analysis computer vision and vlsi no index annotation copyright book n

Visualization Techniques for Climate Change with Machine Learning
and Artificial Intelligence

2023-03-30

decoupling of business models and ecosystems is the disconnection of certain characteristic activities
originally planned and completed in coincidence it could bring in an immense adverse shock in the functioning
of established business models and ecosystems possibly bringing them to resilience core causes for
decoupling and resilience of business models and ecosystems are jolts known as global crisis universal
pandemics etc the undesirable outcomes of critical events can reveal unique circumstances for business
model and ecosystem resilience business model and ecosystem resilience represents a mandatory prerequisite
for firms challenging their functioning and even very existence research has been conducted thus far
nevertheless this theme requires significantly more consideration the key objective of this book is to bring
further insights in the field delivering a thorough examination of the ways in which business models and
ecosystems can develop resilience under extraordinary conditions in the book the resilience of business
models and ecosystems is analysed aiming to investigate further the specifics of the relevant processes
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securing resilience and its outcomes the resilience of business models and ecosystems is scrutinised as a
credible way for enhancing the predispositions of firm s survivability chapter 9 of this book available at
taylorfrancis com has been made available under a creative commons attribution noncommercial no
derivatives 4 0 license

Phytoremediation of Domestic Wastewater with the Internet of
Things and Machine Learning Techniques

2022-01-10

telgi and the stamp scam didn t that happen a quarter of a century ago why now because the complete
story of the counterfeiter and scamster has never been told before because the story of the sheer
innovation and audacity of an underdog needs to be told because the complex web of corruption
involving lawmakers and law keepers continues because the crime has all the overtones of a bollywood
potboiler replete with chases corrupt government officials and policemen political chicanery bar dancers
and yes a murder too because of the many unanswered questions that remain so many years after the crime
and the death of abdul karim ladsaab telgi in 2017 how was it possible for a man like telgi to establish a
pan india business in 74 cities and reach such dizzying heights of power and pelf amassing a personal
wealth of over rs 17 000 crore while swindling the economy to the tune of rs 25 000 crore how did he
manage to undermine the hallowed institutions of india what was the size of the scam how did cbi peg the
figure at a mere fraction of the guesstimated amount the counterfeiter chronicles the audacious swindle
by the flamboyant mastermind in a blow by blow account of its execution investigation charge sheets
legal developments telgi s incarceration trial death and finally exoneration an unputdownable true crime
dossier

Proceedings of the 2nd International Conference on Recent Trends in
Machine Learning, IoT, Smart Cities and Applications

2024-01-20

the integration of artificial intelligence ai with communication technologies ict is a critical aspect of
research and development today but it poses numerous challenges and bottlenecks to address these
issues the book ai and its convergence with communication technologies edited by a team of expert
scholars provides a comprehensive overview of the state of the art research and practical challenges
related to ai s convergence with ict it is designed to benefit engineers professionals scientists and
academicians providing them with insights into the ict industry and research from an ai perspective the
book covers a wide range of topics including recent advancements and applications in ai ai in signal
processing ai in mobile and modern wireless networks and ai towards automation it also addresses
potential applications of ai in national defense military technology hybrid warfare medical and health
sciences and energy efficient systems furthermore the book highlights the strengths and weaknesses of ai
convergence with ict along with emerging frontiers and recommendations it provides a brief history of ai in
ict and a comprehensive introduction to ict related methods and techniques in artificial intelligence and
machine learning the book emphasizes the role of ai in extracting knowledge and making predictions in
decision making strategies for businesses management and governance overall this book offers a significant
contribution to the understanding of ai and its convergence with communication technologies making it a
must read for scholars and researchers who seek to understand the intersection of ai and ict and how it
impacts modern industries and research
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Role of Microbes in Sustainable Development

1993

the field of research that studies the emergent collective intelligence of self organized and decentralized
simple agents is referred to as swarm intelligence it is based on social behavior that can be observed in
nature such as flocks of birds fish schools and bee hives where a number of individuals with limited
capabilities are able to come to intelligent solutions for complex problems the computer science
community have already learned about the importance of emergent behaviors for complex problem solving
hence this book presents some recent advances on swarm intelligence specially on new swarm based
optimization methods and hybrid algorithms for several applications the content of this book allows the
reader to know more both theoretical and technical aspects and applications of swarm intelligence

1993 Computer Architectures for Machine Perception

2023-02-10

this book presents the first broad reflection on the challenges opportunities and implications of artificial
intelligence ai in the gulf cooperation council gcc unique results and insights are derived through case
studies from diverse disciplines including engineering economics data science policy making governance and
humanscience particularly related to these softer disciplines we make some unexplored yet topical
contributions to the literature with a focus on the gcc but by no means limited to it including ai and
implications for women islamic schools of thought on ai and the power of ai to help deliver wellbeing and
happiness in cities and urban spaces finally the readers are provided with a synthesis of ideas lessons
learned and a path forward based on the diverse content of the chapters the book caters to the educated
non specialist with interest in ai targeting a wide audience including professionals academics government
officials policymakers entrepreneurs and non governmental organizations

Reconfiguration of Business Models and Ecosystems

2022-01-11

while cognitive informatics and natural intelligence are receiving greater attention by researchers
multidisciplinary approaches still struggle with fundamental problems involving psychology and
neurobiological processes of the brain examining the difficulties of certain approaches using the tools
already available is vital for propelling knowledge forward and making further strides innovations
algorithms and applications in cognitive informatics and natural intelligence is a collection of
innovative research that examines the enhancement of human cognitive performance using emerging
technologies featuring research on topics such as parallel computing neuroscience and signal processing
this book is ideally designed for engineers computer scientists programmers academicians researchers and
students

Computing, Communication and Learning

2023-08-25

this book discusses the advancements in artificial intelligent techniques used in the well being of human
healthcare it details the techniques used in collection storage and analysis of data and their usage in
different healthcare solutions it also discusses the techniques of predictive analysis in early diagnosis
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of critical diseases the edited book is divided into four parts part a discusses introduction to artificial
intelligence and machine learning in healthcare part b highlights different analytical techniques used in
healthcare part c provides various security and privacy mechanisms used in healthcare and finally part d
exemplifies different tools used in visualization and data analytics

The Counterfeiter

2012-03-16

this book gathers selected high quality research papers from the international conference on
computational methods and data engineering icmde 2020 held at srm university sonipat delhi ncr india
focusing on cutting edge technologies and the most dynamic areas of computational intelligence and data
engineering the respective contributions address topics including collective intelligence intelligent
transportation systems fuzzy systems data privacy and security data mining data warehousing big data
analytics cloud computing natural language processing swarm intelligence and speech processing

AI and Its Convergence With Communication Technologies

2021-06-23

Theory and New Applications of Swarm Intelligence

2021-07-08

Artificial Intelligence in the Gulf

1993

Broadening the Use of Machine Learning in Hydrology

2020-01-03

Lahore Directory of Income Tax Payers

2021-05-20

Innovations, Algorithms, and Applications in Cognitive Informatics
and Natural Intelligence

2020-08-19
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Artificial Intelligence for Information Management: A Healthcare
Perspective

Computational Methods and Data Engineering
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